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Preface
This report is the interim result of an ongoing journey, initiated by me while visiting
South Korea for the frst time in the summer of 2018. Biking through the Busan region,
I envisioned the possibilities for collaboration between the Netherlands and South
Korea, especially regarding circular sustainable energy solutions for both emerging and
existing Smart Cities.
A visit at the Netherlands Embassy, supported by the Netherlands Enterprise Agency
(RVO), brought me to KINTEX Smart City Expo in Seoul, September 2018. It was during a
conversation with Mr. Inhyok Cha, member of the Presidential Commitee of the 4th
Industrial Revolution, that this vision became a starting point in a search for actual
collaboration and business. To help this business, the Dutch embassy asked me to
analyze the Korean market and write this report.
We now have an ongoing and growing team efort in both countries, with government,
knowledge partners and businesses commited to impact and scale the Smart City
development in the Netherlands, South Korea (Korea) and fnally globally for innovative
world class solutions.

Bas van Beers, October 2019
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Executive Summary
All over the world, cities are rapidly growing, while big threats emerge. Climate change
forces us to make cities more resilient, while at the same time we need to create more
sustainable cities that pollute less and create the living environment that fosters
community and individual development and innovates businesses that create the jobs
that suit the educated people living in the emerging cities. Fourth generation IT can
provide unique solutions for these issues, that were never possible before.
This is the same for Korea and the Netherlands, but with one big diference:
• In the Netherlands, our companies and knowledge institutes tend to export our
knowledge, solutions and engineering capacity, based on their individual marketexport strategy and on request of relevant parties in other countries.
• Korea however, is one of the largest city developers of the world and has a clear
national and government led export strategy on Smart Cities since 2005 (U-City
brand). Since then, this has led to the development of 73 cities across Korea, as well as
projects abroad in developing and emerging countries.
The Korean Smart City approach is a result of three stages of city development in Korea:1
1. BUILD (<2005): Urban Development of infrastructure, buildings, public spaces.
2. TECH (2005-2016): Ubiquitous City 1.0/2.0 incorporating advanced technologies
including ICT and several smart public services in City Development.

Smart City development in South Korea

1 These stages are defned by author
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3. SMART: (2017->): Sustainable City providing a variety of city services through urban
infrastructure constructed with the convergence of ICT and land development
technology to improve the competitiveness of the city and the quality of life.2
The Dutch Smart City approach has a history spanning centuries of spatial planning and
city development expertise, based on the Dutch engaged and democratic ‘polder’
culture and could be defned as a 4th stage development:3
4. PEOPLE: loosely coupled communities on human scale, form a natural Smart City
design that blends public and private spaces for mobility, living, caring, working,
leisure and learning As A Service by integrating best in class ICT and AI technologies.
Recycling sustainable and renewable energy, agriculture, water and waste streams,
integrated Smart City development provides most of the (common) goods people need.
Smart Cities are serious business for Korea, but at the same time Smart Cities can be a
playful regional environment, that give Koreans the opportunity to develop a creative
and service oriented postindustrial society:
• in a less centralized, bureaucratic and formated way;
• within the challenging and limited geographical scope of a city;
• while aging, being less productive but also smarter altogether.
This brings huge opportunities for our innovative Dutch solutions, as they add exactly
this value. For example: in resilience, mobility, integrated data driven solutions, city
design and circular agricultural, water, energy and waste solutions, the Dutch are world
leaders. Meanwhile, Korea is still struggling with the old templates of the hierarchical
standardized productive industrial economy; the current Korean Smart City ecosystem is
government and knowledge driven and lacks business interference. Smart Cities turns
out to be a Ministry2Ministry, City2City and Knowledge2Knowledge innovation.
Learning to globally and open innovate with and by the Koreans is a challenge in an
emerging new market. This means that in working together the Koreans and Dutch will
sometimes fnd themselves ‘lost in translation’ (as we did ourselves last year). However,
while doing business, this can be bridged on a joint emotional level. It is easy to make
contact and stay in touch with Koreans while collaborating on value-driven solutions.
If the Dutch and Koreans keep bridging gaps, using the creative tension that diversity
brings, using each other’s strengths, we can create a public-private open innovation
environment;

2 This is the current Korean Smart City defnition, used in open publications
3 This stage is defned by author
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• in which Dutch focus will lead to upscaled innovative solutions that contribute to
Korean issues,
• in which Korean focus will lead to new innovative business in the Netherlands,
• in which we jointly develop Asian and next global business in Smart City solutions,
using the successful Korean export strategy.
Therefore we need to bridge the large gap between
1. small-scale knowledge exchange and innovation;
a. EU / Korea-funded knowledge & innovation programs;
2. non-commital government innovation;
b. Ministry2Ministry, City2City;
3. really scalable and thus proftable impact innovation
c. (G2)B2B, B2C.
Within the Dutch ecosystem this gap is bridged by tripartite collaboration since decades
and works very well. However, the Koreans don’t know, because the Dutch talk about it
but don’t show.
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1 Introduction Space
1a Smart Cities defined and operationalized
This study focusses on strategic business opportunities regarding Korean vs Dutch
Smart City development. But what is a Smart City? In this relatively new feld, hundreds
of defnitions have come to light already. I choose the World Bank perspective, that
describes a Smart City as a place that dramatically increases the pace at which it improves its
Sustainability and Resilience, by fundamentally improving how it engages society (residents,
businesses, visitors), how it applies Collaborative Leadership methods, how it works across
disciplines and city systems and how it uses data and Integrated Technologies, in order to
transform Services and Quality of Life (QoL) to those involved.
I operationalized this
defnition in a set of: QoL
criteria, integration drivers
and value streams
in an interdependent Smart
City model. This model will
be used throughout the
report to analyze and
explain the diferent Smart
City aspects that features
the Dutch and Korean
approach.
Smart City model by Bas van Beers, based on World Bank defnition

Quality of Life criteria:
1. Safe, Healthy and Natural public parks, public spaces and built environment.
2. Engaged, Caring and Productive communities.
3. Inclusive, Participative and Emancipative policies.
4. Afordable, Proftable and Leveled living standard (income, housing, education, care,
cure)
Integration drivers:
1. Circular & Renewable Solutions: resilient and sustainable city design & development
on human scale
2. Solutions As A Service: user- instead of owner-based services enhancing learning,
comfort & productivity values
Doing Smart Business in Asia: Bring Dutch solutions, Korean style
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3. Mobility: sustainable blended work-life walking, biking, and small public/freight
transport design in shared spaces
4. Integrated Technology: using Artifcial Intelligence to generate intelligent controls
and insights from Cloud-based streaming big data using various public and private
sources
Value Streams:
5. Food production, transport, preparation & consumption
6. Water drinking, surface and ground water usage, cleaning, storage and streaming
7. Energy production, transport, storage and usage
8. Waste production, transport, separation, cleaning and materials re-usage

1b Korean People-centered, Post Industrial, AI Solutions
based Service Economy
What distinguishes Korea? What is going on is this relatively rich high-tech country, this
‘innovate miracle’, which recent has had an exponential industrial and economic growth
in two generations? Korea is the 13th largest economy in the world and had an annual
GDP growth of 3.1% in 20184. The high-tech industry, coupled with its sophisticated
consumer market and strategic location between China and Japan, makes it an atractive
market. The Free Trade Agreement (FTA) between the European Union (EU) and Korea was
ratifed in 2015, further enhancing access for the EU to the Korean market, and vice versa5.
Although Korea can be considered an industrial tech giant, there is still work required to
strengthen resources and competitiveness in the service sector. Considering the energy
industry, the lack of natural resources stimulates Korea to invest in overseas energy
projects. However, in reality, investment in and the rolling out of renewable energy is
still lacking, even though the current aim is to increase the share of renewable energy to
20% by 2030 6. The aging population and democratic changes ofer incentives for
development in new industries such as Smart Cities and healthcare.
Korea is R&D focused: the general family income has grown marginally the past decade,
compared to the signifcant growth in the two decades before, while productivity rose.
Therefore there is budget available for R&D, to build infrastructure and develop welfare
for the common good. Innovation leads to higher quality of life, with a just and
afordable social value system.
4 htps://tradingeconomics.com/south-korea/gdp accessed 28 January 2019
5 htp://ec.europa.eu/trade/policy/countries-and-regions/countries/south-korea/ accessed 28 January 2019
6 Kim, H., Park, H. (2018) PV Waste Management at the Crossroads of Circular Economy and Energy
Transition: The Case of SK. Sustainability 10. 1- 15. doi: 10.3390/su10103565
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The Korean government needs to justify her behaviour in a transparent, procedural and formal
way (given the history of corruption) so she can only openly collaborate with universities and
government-funded knowledge institutions and otherwise needs to tender and will look for safe
Korean solutions frst. A Korean company must therefore want to use a distinctive Dutch
solution (buy / hire / partner) in a public pitch.
A Dutch company in Korea therefore has to invest in a market position and in a number of
strategic relationships and hope that they will be asked and participate in a pitch that wins.
A Dutch company can also participate in global competitions, such as architects (MVRDV),
engineering frms and large companies. That requires a strategic choice and substantial
investment in South Korea that currently only a few Dutch parties consider. Example: HERE
brings big data solutions such as autonomous driving and has developed a business in South
Korea with 70 people but is backed by a large German shareholder (Bosch).
In the private sector there are no tenders, but you need to be really close to the decision makers
and heavily invest in ‘feet on the ground’ in Korea. Also, you need a solution that adds unique
and preferably IP-validated value, such as HERE, NXP and ASML: then they also like to invest
in your company (Corporate Investments). But in Smart Cities, ‘in the end’ these private
companies need to pitch to government, with public procurement again.
As Korea has a thriving private sector, possibly the best way forward is bet on that one, and
not bother too much about the Public Smart City policy and funding. Otherwise, bringing your
own funding and take position in the Asian game via South Korea, may be a great way
forward. They have the market power and position; we have the solutions.

This traditional innovation and development approach, that we already face in our current
cooperation, leads to the central government developing top down policies, allocating
budget and assignments, that can consequently be executed by decentral government and
by private initiatives. Although this centralized approach proves to be highly efcient, its
efectiveness in the long term is questionable. Technical innovation needs to make room for
more open, citizen-focused and service-based innovation processes, while still incorporating
best in class integrating technologies. Excellent analytical and reproducing skills are not
sufcient anymore: Korea need creative, process-driven and people centered skills.
Therefore, the economy needs to transform from this industrial era to a post-industrial
service economy. So, Korea as a people centered country, is looking for faster innovation,
new knowledge, multi stakeholders, new grounds, but still needs to learn open innovation,
using global outlook, with a more people-engaged botom up approach.

Doing Smart Business in Asia: Bring Dutch solutions, Korean style
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This need fts the Dutch approach. Trade between Korea and the Netherlands is dominated
by the exchange of Dutch technology solutions (NXP, ASML, HERE) and Korean automotive
and tech products (Hyundai-KIA, LG, Samsung). Focus on joint Smart City development
creates a new growth potential for both countries, not only based on large tech corporations
but also on people-focussed sustainable service innovation and SME’s.
On some key issues, Korea is still relatively under-developed, compared to countries like
the Netherlands with a longer and more gradual development history. Looking at Global
Sustainable Development goals, further development of:
• Health;
• Clean water and sanitation;
• Afordable clean energy;
• Resilient infrastructure;
• Sustainable cities; and
• Climate action creates focus on the right goals for Korean Smart City development

Global warming and air pollution threats

Partnerships to address these goals can help focusing Smart City projects and will help us
to get access to extra funding from for example EU, P4G and World Bank.
Korea needs to import most of the energy and as well as most of its raw materials. Energy
is mostly fossil and subsidized to fuel the industry and thus the economy. Industrial
focus brought a downside of pollution (air, water, soil) and waste issues. Still 70% of the
economy depends on only a small number of huge and broad oriented conglomerates,
therefore Korea stimulates ecosystems of innovative and fast-growing Start-ups and
SME’s, local as well as global initiatives that can land and will be fostered in Korea.
12 |
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For this, the Intellectual Property (IP) legislation was altered in 2011 and 2012 in order to
conform to FTA’s with among others the EU. Anything regarding IP is managed through
the Korean Intellectual Property Ofce (KIPO)7. Thus, any patents and trademarks must
be registered with KIPO, which allows foreigners to register them on their own name
with the same benefts as Koreans.
There are various tax incentives available for Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) in Korea, which
are described in the Special Tax Treatment Control Law (STTCL)8. Furthermore, the Korean
government ofers cash grants to foreign investors if they meet specifc requirements.
An example of how Korea tries to draw business towards its country is through Free
Economic Zones (FEZ). Such zones are specifcally designated areas to improve the
business and living environment for foreign-invested frms in Korea. In these FEZ, any
foreign individual, corporation or foundation designated as a project developer by the
relevant free economic zone authority may run a business with many restrictions lifed.
For example, foreign companies in FEZ can receive various tax benefts, as well as other
fnancial incentives9.
The current president of Korea is Moon Jae-in, who was elected in May 2017 and will
serve a fve-year term with no possibility of re-election. The Moon administration set up
the Presidential Commitee on the 4th Industrial Revolution, which has a special
sub-commitee that focusses on Smart Cities. This is part of the 5-year plan of the Moon
administration, which exists of fve policy goals, 20 policy strategies, and 100 policy tasks10.
The three most important challenges for Korea to solve are11:
• Resilience: Global Warming, Climate Change, Sustainability, Energy
• Stability, Security, no Terrorism
• Artifcial Intelligence helping to get beyond space and time
The three strategic felds Korea will heavily invest in, will be12:
• Non-memory, smart Chips (related to Dutch ASML and Korean AI solutions)
• Biomedical tooling (also AI related)
• Energy: Hydrogen (Korean Industry and Automotive)
7 htp://www.kipo.go.kr/kpo/user.tdf?a=user.english.main.BoardApp&c=1001 accessed 28 January 2019
8 htp://www.moleg.go.kr/english/korLawEng?pstSeq=52884&brdSeq=33&amp%3BbrdSeq=33 accessed on
28 January 2019
9 htp://fez.go.kr/global/en/index.do accessed on 28 January 2019
10 htp://fez.go.kr/global/en/index.do accessed on 28 January 2019
11 View of Mr. Inhyok Cha, member of the Presidential Commitee of the 4th Industrial Revolution, Jan. 2019
12 View of Mr. Inhyok Cha, member of the Presidential Commitee of the 4th Industrial Revolution, Jan. 2019
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1c Korean versus Dutch Smart City development

City at threat

This threat is partly due to urbanization of some cities while other decay
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All over the world, cities are rapidly growing, while big threats emerge. Climate change
forces us to make cities more resilient, while at the same time we need to create more
sustainable cities that pollute less and create the living environment that foster community and individual development, innovate businesses that create the jobs that suit the
educated people living in the emerging cities. This is the same for Korea as well as the
Netherlands, but with one big diference. In the Netherlands, our companies and
knowledge institutes tend to export our knowledge, solutions and engineering capacity.
Korea however is one of the largest city developers of the world and it has a clear
national and government led export strategy on Smart Cities since 2005 (U-City brand)
and ever since it has developed 73 cities all over Korea itself, as well as abroad in
developing and emerging countries like Kuwait, Bolivia and India.
To understand this success, we need to look at the national governmental actors and
approach. On a central level, with regard to Smart Cities, the Presidential Commitee on
the 4th Industrial Revolution brought together science, business and government to jointly
initiate and increase the development of Smart Cities and looking for partners abroad.
The developed core methodology on Korean Smart Cities consists of three areas of innovation:
1. Process
a. Sustainable growth
b. Citizen engagement
2. Technology
c. Improved urban design, minimizing travel
d. Smart IT based solutions
3. Governance
e. Public-private partnerships that foster innovation
f. Legal frameworks that support innovation
The Korean government understands the main issues and core objectives she needs to
innovate. Smart is not a one trick IT pony; IT is an embedded enabler of smart solutions.
To step and speed up further Smart City development, Korea is looking for global
partners in a more sophisticated open innovation environment to cooperate with.
Korea has focused on Europe. The presidential commitee works together with the
coordinating ministry, MoLIT, steering city renewal. Other important organisations are
LH developer of Sejong Smart City, the Korea Agency for Infrastructure Technology
Advancement (KAIA) providing budgets and coordinating Smart City development
especially they are in charge of Siheung and Daegu Smart City pilot projects, and the
K-Water developing Busan Eco Delta Smart City. Last -but not least- KIER is the Energy
Institute that developed an aqua thermal campus already, based on German expertise.
Korea Institute for Advancement of Technology (KIAT) has strength in gathering and
networking with SMEs especially with international ambitions.

Doing Smart Business in Asia: Bring Dutch solutions, Korean style
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In general, all the Korean governments or government agencies want to get involved in
Smart City projects, since they are of huge importance.

Core methodology of national Korean Smart City development

On a local governmental level, the city governments of Goyang, Siheung, Daegu,
Busan, Sejong and Seoul are important, as this is where most of the Smart City
development takes place in Korea. Furthermore, the Master Planners in the Busan and
Sejong Smart Cities have signifcant infuence, especially when it comes to the overarching vision of Smart Cities and ecosystems.
The contrasting Dutch approach its defned by three pillars:
1. A focus on integrated and circular systems to create connecting cities
2. Citizen engagement to realize inclusive innovation
3. Context-sensitive applications for technology and data-analytics
1. Integrated and circular systems
The Dutch have been thinking in terms of cooperation and integrated solutions for
centuries, given the need to protect, extend and utilize our limited agricultural and city
landscape from the unlimited water that cuts through our land from the South-East and
surrounds it from the North-West. From this history, we tend to work decentralized,
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with loosely coupled cities and regions, that do not compete but cooperate starting
from their own strong identity and qualities, with central government creating conditions to do so.
2. Inclusive innovation
The Dutch view on Smart Cities is that citizen and stakeholder engagement is key to
obtain adaptation. Creating a Smart City is about involving people, stakeholders,
everybody in the city to develop the city. It is about continuous emerging transformation. In order to establish inclusive innovation, the Netherlands employs a multi
stakeholder approach. Consequently, Smart City initiatives are mostly a result of
co-creation between triple-helix parties: public sector (local-regional-national), private
sector and knowledge institutes.

Dutch tripartite collaboration, with civil participation

The most important asset of Smart Cities is engaged (smart) citizens. For this reason,
citizens are ofen viewed as the core partner of the helix. The added value of actively
involving citizens lies in resilience and the ability to learn, organize and adapt themselves. Therefore, feedback from communities and citizens in ‘living labs’ is crucial. City
governments facilitate living labs to provide both time and urban space. When initiatives are given the time to be tested on the streets, Dutch cities will be able to make
adjustments to improve the quality of life of its citizens. For this reason, Smart City
business propositions need to - some extent - have the fexibility to enable these kinds
of adaptation.

Doing Smart Business in Asia: Bring Dutch solutions, Korean style
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3. Technology and data-analytics
Cities are geting denser and more complex. We need technology to govern/manage our
cities in an integral way and deliver excellent public services. Smart Cities have short
feedback cycles in order to take immediate actions. When applied in a context-sensitive
way, the Netherlands embraces the power of new technologies and data analytics.
Roterdam Mayor Aboutaleb said: Technologists don’t need to supply technology. They need to
collaborate in integrated solutions.
Netherlands

Strength

Challenge

Safe

Natural, Healthy

(air) Pollution, Drugs industry
& trade related crime

Engaged

Community, Education

Engagement, Care

Inclusive

Inclusive

Social stratifcation,
Participation, Aging,
Loneliness

Afordable

Proftable

Expensive housing, generation
& income diferences

Resilient

Resilient

Scale & implement circular
and sustainable solutions

Solutions As A Service

Triple helix

Integrated services, Service
levels

Mobility

Shared spaces

Mobility As A Service, public
transport services

Integrated Technology

Integrated solutions

Tooling, integrated publicprivate services

Food

Quality/quantity

Circular, nutrients, waste,
environmental pressure

Water

Integral quality

Balancing interests of industry
agriculture and living

Energy

Availability

Fossil->scale implement
sustainable and renewable

Waste

Integral circular usage

Waste quantity, upcycling

The Netherlands: challenges
In contrast with Korea, the Dutch can struggle to scale and implement transformational
change fast and neat, on key issues like public transport, resilience, mobility, food, water
and energy. We have the know-how, but our emerging open innovative ‘polder process
approach’ can ‘blur’ a clear strategic agenda and slow down necessary changes for
decades. That is why we aren’t always as neatly organized as we can be, while Korean
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service innovation, especially combined with their smart solutions, is at the highest
possible level. Smart organized, efcient, highly productive and fuelled by data
technology, deeply rooted in the culture. The Korean Smart City approach can help us.
For example, the monitoring and cleaning of litering in the Dutch cities is not as good
as in Korean cities. This is partly covered by extensive monitoring of the streets in Korea,
but foremost it is deeply rooted in the Korean culture: take care of your environment, be
of service to each other, aim for highest quality in the public sphere. The Dutch can learn
from that.
Both countries have great issues with an aging population with health care needs rising
at fast pace that can’t be (fnancially) managed. We need to standardize, automate and
scale to innovate further and at the same time keep costs in pace. Korea is developing
tech solutions that, combined with our human-centred approach and thus implemented, can bring us both much further, much faster. Both countries sufer from housing
shortage, and consequently expensive housing. Koreans solve this with public housing
dominated policy and fast pace Smart City development, whereas the Dutch publicprivate approach, consequently slows down the ambition to build for the people the last
decades.

1d Cultural differences between Korea and the Netherlands
In order to understand the cultural diferences between Korea and the Netherlands, it is
most useful to start from the basis of the country mapping tool as developed by Erin
Meyer13. The image on page 20 illustrates the diferences between Korea and the
Netherlands on 7 cultural aspects.
As you can see, the two countries have very diferent cultural biases on all scales. This is
important to realize, when approaching and working with Korean people in business. At
the same time, it doesn’t cover important aspects of the human relations between
people. In our own experience, we actually share many similarities: most importantly
the emotional basis all contact starts from. People from both sides can make valuable
contact on an emotional level14.
From this emotional basis you can work on trust, and from trust you can discuss
anything you need. Furthermore, it is important to check whether people are value
driven. This is a sound basis for collaboration, because values can be an important
mutual emotional driver. A good example is the work we now do on sustainability in
Korea. Of course, this work is a proftable and scalable business opportunity for both
13 htps://www.erinmeyer.com/tools/culture-map-premium/
14 Theory U: Leading from the Future as It Emerges, 2007
Doing Smart Business in Asia: Bring Dutch solutions, Korean style
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Dutch-Korean cultural diferences by Erin Meyer

Korean and Dutch companies, backed by government policies and interests, but at the
core it is driven by values. The same goes for Smart Cities in general. Korea has defned
great outlooks for doing business and grow the economy by exporting Smart Cities, but
at the core is the desire to create beter lives for Korean people who now and in the
future live in the cities. By emphasizing on this mutual desire in the collaboration, it is
easier to bridge the diferences.
Furthermore, Koreans accept the diferences between the countries easily, because we
look diferent and they expect us to act diferent. Therefore, it’s not only our responsibility to be careful with the above defned gaps, but also theirs. In our experience it is very
important to keep communication direct, continuously checking whether talking points
are really understood and agreed upon, and steer towards clear and agreed milestones.
Sometimes you need to back down on this and give it some time, and later in time check
again. If you use this Dutch approach, you can be successful in Korea, while moving away to
their cultural approach which means great and polite conversations that lead to nowhere.
It is important to understand that Koreans value hierarchy more highly than Dutch
people do. That doesn’t mean people on lower levels are considered less valuable.
Rather, hierarchical protocol prescribes how you should communicate with whom.
Higher positioned people enjoy much more freedom to act the way they want and really
impact situations, negotiations, decisions and business cases.
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Theory U: overcoming diferences by true conversation

By respecting this aspect of the cultural diference, it can be used in our advantage. It’s
just a playful game and Dutch C-level people can proft from this big time, while lower
level people can act on it. Important part of this game is to always accompany yourself
with lots of people. Decisions in Korea are not made instantly or overnight. It takes a lot
of talks, lunches, trust, negotiations to come to an agreement. You need to be prepared
on what some may see as distrustful behavior. A deal is a deal once it is signed, sealed
and preferably delivered and until that time it is a moving target. Intentions that in our
view we solidly agreed on, can be changed any moment.
Another aspect to take into account are the cultural diferences between public and
private sector in Korea and the Netherlands. The public sector dominates the dialogue
and business in Korea much more than in the Netherlands. The famous Dutch ‘polder’
approach, once celebrated by President Clinton, is much more egalitarian and focuses
on partnering between public, private and knowledge institutions, while civilian people
are truly involved and put in the center of this approach.
Finally: we know Koreans for their polite visits to the Netherlands and for their tech
products and solutions: highly innovative, impeccable, payable but not cheap and
reliable. Looking further down the road, we can experience playful, highly intelligent,
innovative, studious, disciplined, polite and kind Korean people who have built this
highly successful democracy and economy in two generations, while geographically
competing with neighbouring power houses Japan and China. If we would realize what
this could mean to us, then we would prepare their visits beter, work more closely
together in the EU programs they participate in and visit them more ofen like they visit
us: to learn and to start to collaborate.
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2 Main Space: Korea Smart City
Challenges
2a Main Korean Smart City Goals
Currently, Korea is looking to step and speed up its Smart City development and to do
so, it is looking for global partners in a more sophisticated open innovation
environment to cooperate with. Smart Cities in Korea were initially introduced to focus
on improving efciency of urban management. Furthermore, the introduction of Smart
Cities tends to spread to surrounding areas afer one Smart City is introduced and its
positive efects are visible15.
Korea has three issues that it wants to master in Smart City Development:
1. There is a need in Korea for large-scale renovation of medium-sized, old cities whose
population is ageing fast and the younger population is leaving. There are two
projects that are announced by MoLIT. First one is the theme-based Smart City project
(Brown feld) for which Daejeon, Chungcheongbukdo, Gimgae and Bucheon city are
chosen to realise the development of Smart City. The second one is the Urban
Regeneration project (new deal for smart regeneration). For this, Incheon, Jochiwon,
Pohang, Busan Saha district, Namyangju and Goyang city were chosen. Furthermore,
KAIA is conducting the national Smart City R&D pilot projects in Siheung hand Daegu.
Daegu for example is one of the major cities facing rapid ageing and fight of young
people. The city has won a Smart City National Award and therefore has a budget and
a visionary capable mayor who in October 2018 visited Friesland (water conference),
Amsterdam and Roterdam in a joint delegation with K-water.
2. There are now two focus cities, named Korean National Pilot Smart Cities, that are
allowed to build new smart districts ‘from scratch’, Busan EDC (Eco-Delta City) and
Sejong District 5-1. They have some integral views and solutions, but have missing
parts and integrated designs. Other cities are to be expected to join this shortlist on
short notice.
3. Korea wants to export the Smart City concept and needs prove credibility not only as
global developer and builder, but as an experienced thought leader in integrated AI
powered city solutions.

15 Kim, H. K., Yi, M., Shin, D. (2017) Regional difusion of Smart City service in SK investigated by
spatial autocorrelation: focused on safety and urban management. Korean Spatial Information
Society 25(6). 837 – 848. doi: 10.1007/s41324-017-0150-2
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2b Korean Smart City Strengths
Korean cities are clean, safe and resilient. Most people are highly productive, and
companies are proftable. Mobility is covered by great and clean trains, metros and
there is a lot of trafc space for cars. Public spaces are mostly green, inviting, inclusive
and sport/leisure oriented. Korean food is healthy and high quality, and water and
energy are widely available. Waste is separated and recycled insofar as possible. Korea is
highly developed in public and private services to citizens, where they are truly seen and
serviced as customers, but less as engaged citizens. These services are based on and
further innovated on comprehensive IT/AI cloud platforms. In three words: life is good.
Policy and budgets in Korea are at the central government level, and although city
government is somewhat docile, decisions are made at fast pace and disciplined in
follow up. Once a decision is made, they are quick to implement public-private projects.
Korea

Strength

Challenge

Safe

Safe, clean

Air pollution, heat stress, high
density standard buildings

Engaged

Productive

Community development,
education, top-down approach

Inclusive

Inclusive

Participation, emancipation, aging,
work/life balance

Afordable

Proftable

Expensive housing, generation &
income diferences

Resilient

Resilient

Circular and sustainable principles

Solutions As A Service

Service level

Integrated and participative
services

Mobility

Trains, cars

Shared space to walk, bike,
small-scale public transport

Integrated Technology

Tooling

Integrated added value solutions
and services

Food

Quality/quantity

Circular efcient, ground water,
nutrients, waste

Water

Availability

Quality and integral water
management

Energy

Availability

Fossil->efcient integral sustainable and renewable

Waste

Recycled

Integral source-client circular
usage
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Regulatory Sandboxes
Recently, the Korea government implemented regulatory sandbox programmes, which
encourages companies to reach for innovation without the restrictions and control.
The Ofce for Government Policy Coordination stated that “a regulatory sandbox is a
policy that seeks balance between fostering new technologies or industries along with
promoting public values, such as lives and the safety of the people”16.
The plan for regulatory sandboxes
exists of four steps.
An example of implementing the regulatory
1. The company must submit an
sandbox is related to hydrogen charging stations.
application of its plans to the
Although such stations are vital to increase
government.
popularity of hydrogen electric vehicles, South
2. The government will inform a
Korean law prohibited them to be installed in
company within 30 days of
commercial areas. Under the regulatory sandbox,
application, whether their plans
MoTIE allowed for an exception to be made, and
collide with current regulation.
hydrogen stations can be installed in a city centre.
If the government does not
respond, the frm can assume
there is no confict with regulation.
3. If regulations do exist, the government is able to give companies exemptions to
execute their plans anyway.
4. If tests are proven to be successful, companies may be granted with either a
temporary or an ofcial approval for their goods or services.
Furthermore, regulation will be reviewed to see whether it is still suitable, or whether
more reasonable rules should be adopted. Such regulatory sandboxes ofer opportunities
for Dutch companies in Korea in cooperation with Korean companies on Smart Cities. It
is worth noting that the Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy (MoTIE) and the Ministry
of Science, Technology and ICT (MSIT) have received 2.27 million euros and 2.20 million
euros respectively to stimulate regulatory sandboxes and carry out tests.

2c Korean Smart City Challenges
As expressed in a workshop with Korean and Dutch delegations on the 12th of November
2018 in Barcelona, some prominent identifed Korean challenges are:
• The lack of data analysis and management for urban services in local municipal
governments
• Platforms are separate among others. No synergetic benefts from combined data analysis
16 htps://en.yna.co.kr/view/AEN20190110002900320 accessed on 29 January 2019
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•
•
•
•

No platform and experiences on public private partnership
No experience of collaboration between city, universities, companies and citizens
Too much regulations and strong privacy control
Data do not meet global standard yet (IoT)

2d Dutch perspective on Korean challenges
Bounded rationality implies you can only see what you defne to be seen. For example, the emphasis
of measuring, doesn’t always lead to real insights and actions that actually solve complex
integrated challenges: you can only measure and optimize that much. Another example: lack of
oversight on connectedness and interdependence of themes like energy, agriculture, waste and
water, leads to limited renewable and sustainable solutions. Last example: central developed and
lead initiatives are by defnition bounded and lack involved knowledge of real decentral issues and
already taken initiatives.
You need a more decentral, integral and creative approach from an open innovation and learning
process point of view, using teams with people who have diferent backgrounds and outside-in
viewpoints, who use integral analysis and toolboxes. Agile working combines long term vision and
goals, but short time-span trial & error methodologies, involving people and organizations that
really mater for the case.
These agile living lab methodologies are very common in the Netherlands. They sometimes have
their own downsides to overcome, such as small-scale uniqueness and the challenge to upscale.
Combined Korean and Dutch approaches can strengthen joint outcomes.

When it comes to its physical infrastructure and public spaces, Korea has been building
rapidly in compressed development, because of the great and pressing needs for
decades to house its citizens. The consequence is a smaller focus on quality, viability,
thoughtfulness and comprehensive city design. This leaves most Korean cities with
apartments that are built in a practical but impersonal way, leading to less atractive
living environments that do not ft the transforming post-industrial society. At the same
time, from a Korean perspective, these standardized apartments are very easily bought
and sold.
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Korea faces the challenge how to make room for autonomous cities that themselves
learn to innovate into integral public-private developers of sustainable spaces, services
and solutions. Central governmental departments, their initiatives and thus developed
solutions, services and underlying platforms tend to look and behave like separated
silo’s that efciently solve defned issues on short term, rather than synergetic innovation by integrated analysis, design and combined data analysis and use. Research
conducted by Lee and Kim for example into the efectiveness of green energy strategies
in Korea illustrates this issue17. Although the green growth strategies implemented from
2007 onwards have led to a boost in renewable energy industry and urban green energy
projects, this boost has barely made a diference in the sustainable energy production.
This becomes evident in solar- and wind energy. Although all big Korean companies
experimented with both forms of sustainable energy, almost all of them gave up. Only
Hanhwa is still operating in the renewable sector. While local governments act on their
assignments from central governments, they are ofen only willing to spend grants from
the central government on renewable energy projects. Furthermore, central government ofen leaves litle room for fexibility, and it pushes for visible outcome in a short
timeframe, which leaves local governments with litle time to set up a well-designed
plan. These policy implications should be taken into consideration when geting into
business.
Cities tend to sufer from high density standard buildings using fossil fuels and lots of
highways used by combustion cars and buses, resulting in air pollution and heat stress
for the people on the streets. Housing is expensive and incomes are not very evenly
distributed between generations and people of diferent educational and income levels.
Although Korea has a collective cultural bias (in contrast with the individual bias in the
Netherlands) community development and leadership is a challenge. Education is not
that inclusive in its form because it is based on formal learning and normalized measured performance.
Because of this historically efcient and successful way of learning, working and living
for the last two generations, Koreans know how to work smarter and harder, but with a
growing discomfort this could be a dead-end street. To develop a country from a
standardized productive industrial economy to a creative and service oriented economy,
with an aging and less productive postindustrial society, asks for a diferent approach,
that could be the basis for new Smart Cities.

17 Lee, J.S., Kim, J. (2016) SK’s urban green energy strategies: Policy framework and local responses
under the green growth. Cities 54. 20 – 27. doi: 10.1016/2015.10.011
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2e Case study Busan Eco-Delta Smart City
First of all: the city planning team of Busan takes its responsibility to create a new Smart
City very serious. The Master Plan consists of 248 pages of research, policies and
solutions on a vast selection of smart topics.

One of the rare citizen satisfaction survey outcomes

At the same time, citizen involvement is very rare to fnd in this masterplan. This lef plot in
the above fgure of dissatisfactions versus urgencies is a rare example on how citizens are
actually asked for their opinion, let alone they participate in the city design and planning.
But also, without participation, from current and projected data it is clear that Busan has
some major people issues.

Above: Part of the chapters of the Eco
Delta City Master Plan
Lef: Over-analyzed workforce issue
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Decreasing job openings

Decreasing workforce and aging population

With an aging population and decreasing workforce, while at the same time job
openings decrease, former bustling industrial harbor town Busan needs to fnd her new
post-industrial sweet spot. Over-analyzing schemes do not solve this, but will Smart City
development give the impulse Busan needs?
28 |
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It is indeed possible, given the chosen strategy, to focus on the individual as well as
community development, supported by public and city development. This is not just a
fourth generation IT-based smart tooled city; this is truly Smart City development.

Objectives of Busan Eco Delta City

Busan
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2f Opportunities for Dutch Solutions
As can be seen on the map below of Busan Eco-Delta City development, the main goals
and underlying KPI’s give insights on where Dutch solutions could contribute to relevant
Smart City policies. Our current Dutch project on integrated sustainable energy solutions
for the city, scores on reduction of CO2 emission, 120% renewable energy, zero energy
houses, using waste energy from sewage and incineration. Six out of the eleven green
KPI’s are positively infuenced, met or even outclassed by Dutch solutions. This led to
the conclusion, that we can shif the planned city infrastructure and building designs.

Key Performance Indicators Busan Eco-Delta Smart City

It is recommended for Dutch business to focus on the current Korean plans, see where
your solutions ft in and start lobbying. To get an oversight of the city size and thus
business potential: study the real numbers. Presented budget numbers don’t tell you
what budget is specifcally reserved for international cooperation and possible global
solutions, because not all areas are open for global innovative solutions.
30 |
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Above: Study the real numbers
Lef: Budget-wise, explicit global cooperation is limited
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3 Sub Space: Dutch Solutions in
Cleantech, Mobility and Urban
Regeneration
To join forces on Smart Cities, I have specifed two ecosystems where Dutch solutions can
make a real diference, while using the best Korean technology and tooling doing so:
• Cleantech: Renewables & Sustainability, Urban Logistics and Mobility
• Urban Regeneration Challenges and City to City Collaboration

3a.CleanTech: Renewables & Sustainability, Urban
Logistics and Mobility
In the Netherlands, the Greentech pillars Agriculture, Energy, Waste and Water are
valued as four innovative high infra tech systems on their own, but also acknowledged
as interdependent, circular, renewable value streams of Smart Cities. A literature review
and in depth talks with specialists on sustainability in Korea illustrates, that there is still a
long way to go and challenges to face. This implies, Dutch knowledge and expertise could
add high value and generate great impact on Korean societal issues mentioned earlier.
Air pollution is the biggest environmental challenge of Korea. This is recognised by the
Korean government, as president Moon set a goal of reducing fne dust emissions by
30% before the end of his term in 2022, compared to 201618. 19Sources of fne dust are20:
Metropolitan areas

Nationwide

diesel vehicles 29%

11% diesel vehicles

construction equipment 22%

17% construction equipment

power plants 11%

14% power plants

fugitive dust 6%

6% fugitive dust

heating / air conditioning 12%

41% industrial facilities

18 htp://www.koreaherald.com/view.php?ud=20170509000521 accessed 25 January 2019
19 htps://www.thejakartapost.com/news/2018/05/23/south-korea-aims-to-reduce-fne-dust-caused-by-coalpower-by-43.html accessed 15 July 2019
20 htps://www.unescap.org/sites/default/fles/Session%201.1.%20Youngsook%20Yoo_ROK.pdf accessed 25
January 2019
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Korea is one of the most concerned countries regarding air pollution. The Korean
Society for Atmospheric Environment (KOSAE), communicates a contribution rate of
neighbouring countries during a high concentration episode of PM levels up to 48%.21
This means Korea can take measures itself for at least half of the air quality, while
continuing its cooperation with neighbouring countries to reduce the other half.
Their fve main directions are:
1. Intensive reduction of domestic sources,
2. PM and CO2 reduction, as the new growth engine industry,
3. Environmental cooperation with neighbouring countries,
4. Innovation of warning and alarming system,
5. Increase awareness on nationwide participation.
The current special measures that are being taken by Korea are:
1. Signifcantly strengthen regulation on diesel vehicles.
2. Decide to review to reform relative energy prices.
3. Include measures on coal-fred power plants.
4. Include measures to replace old buses with CNG buses.
5. Create the platform for increasing the number of environmentally friendly cars.
Energy consumption is mainly based on imports to meet 98% of its fossil fuel
consumption, as Korea does not have the domestic resources to meet the demand.
Of the total primary energy consumption:
• 44% comes from petroleum and other liquids,
• 29% comes from coal,
• 14% comes from natural gas,
• 11% comes from nuclear,
• and a mere 2% comes from renewable resources.22
Research shows that the opportunities and strengths of solar and wind energy are
signifcantly stronger than the weaknesses and challenges they bring. However, it is
noted that although the technical potential exists, Korea faces technical, fnancial,
regulatory and institutional barriers. It is therefore important that policies in Korea
continue to express support.23

21 htps://www.reuters.com/article/us-southkorea-pollution/south-koreas-moon-calls-for-early-warningsystem-with-china-to-fght-dirty-air-idUSKCN1PG0UP accessed July 15 2019
22 htps://www.eia.gov/beta/international/analysis.php?iso=KOR accessed 25 January 2019
23 Alsharif, M. H., Kim, J., & Kim, J. H. (2018). Opportunities and Challenges of Solar and Wind
Energy in SK: A Review. Sustainability, 10, 1 - 23. doi:10.3390/su10061822
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Heating consumption can be
distributed quite unevenly in large
cities, as not all houses have equal
access to fuel and not all houses are
equally energy efcient. These types
of houses ofen slip through the
cracks of policy frameworks, and as a
result, measures are not taken
efectively24. This so called ‘brown
feld’ city development creates
opportunities for Dutch frms with
sustainable solutions.

KIER has recently developed the Jincheon
Eco-Friendly town, which combines 6 diferent
aquathermal energy systems and a sewage
treatment centre in a network in one area,
serving several buildings.
It is an integral approach, copied from earlier
European designs, but optimized for Korean use.
The challenge is, to use the latest proven Dutch
technologies and optimize development as well
as operations, thus we can signifcantly scale.

As Korea aims to increase its share of electricity generated from renewable sources to
20% by 2030, there is a trend in developing Solar photovoltaic (PV) energy sources. Solar
PV is booming worldwide and on the brink of rapid expansion in Korea. However, there
is no policy set up yet to manage PV waste generated from solar PV deployment.
Research by Kim and Park illustrates that it is necessary to set up a waste management
system before waste becomes signifcant.25 This typical Dutch circular and integral
concepts and solutions create business opportunities, although Koreans sometimes fnd
it hard to understand them, as they tend to solve isolated issues in a practical manner,
rather than integral from a conceptual perspective. Furthermore, there should be more
monitoring of PV systems, as a signifcant proportion is currently out of order. The
reason that there is a lack of monitoring of PV systems is because nearly 100% had been
installed through fnancial support by the government, e.g. there is no incentive to
ensure that investments are earned back by excellent monitoring, servicing and
maintenance. As sustainable energy becomes more important in Korea, this opens up
opportunities for Dutch business.
Recent research by Lee, Lee & Yoo illustrates that the willingness to pay of citizens for
replacing traditional energy with renewable energy has been underestimated signifcantly26. Koreans are willing to pay (WTP) an extra 3.3$/month to switch from nuclear
power plants to renewable energy and are WTP 3.0$/month to switch from coal-fred
power to renewable energy. The estimate for this was 1.5$/month.
24 You, Y., Kim, S. (2019) Who lives in and owns cold homes? A case study of fuel poverty in Seoul,
SK. Energy Research & Social Science 47. 202 – 214. doi: 10.1016/2018.10.007
25 Kim, H., Park, H. (2018) PV Waste Management at the Crossroads of Circular Economy and
Energy Transition: The Case of SK. Sustainability 10. 1- 15. doi: 10.3390/su10103565
26 Lee, C. Y., Lee, M. K., Yoo, S. H. (2017) Willingness to pay for replacing traditional energies with
renewable energy in SK. Energy 128. 284 – 290. doi:10.1016/2017.04.037
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This can be partly explained by the fear of the public for incidents with nuclear energy,
as well as the increasing issues surrounding fne dust particles.
Water management is a challenge, while several ministries manage water, which leads
to similar and duplicate projects and policies. However, even these projects and policies
are limited. There is fragmented awareness of water management problems and
solutions.27 Specifcally, Korea faces the following issues:
1. The concept of groundwater and surface water exists only in the domestic water
environment, whereas the concept of the extended water environment has not been
introduced. As a result, there is no integrated policy.
2. There is a gap among national administrations, which hinders the implementation of
common water environment policy in response to climate change.
3. The project centred water environment policy of Korea does not include regeneration,
renewable and sustainability concepts.
4. The fast growth of Korea’s economy has led to a degradation of water supplies and
ecosystems, caused by pollution and increased pressure28.
The current system in Korea to manage stormwater is a grey infrastructure based on
pipe networks, which are not efective in controlling fash fooding problems during big
rain events29. Korea faces problems when it comes to the food-damaged wastes
disposal process. More than 80% of natural disaster damages in the last fve years were
caused by food disasters. There is a lack of cooperation and support with other cities,
counties and boroughs, and as a result, entire food-damaged wastes are sent to
landflls which cannot cope30. There is thus a need for a more resilient system to manage
stormwater, which is a typical Dutch quality to design and engineer.
In sustainably managing and governing water, Korea faces challenges that Dutch
companies excel in. We have already prepared a project with K-Water to solve the need
for guaranteed, clean de-cholerized water. At the same time, Koreans are reluctant to
use Dutch expertise, other than peer-to-peer knowledge exchange between institutes.
We need more experience, lobbying and presence of Dutch companies in Korea, backed
by the Dutch government. Our frst project with Busan Eco Delta City makes this
possible.
27 Kim, H., & Lee, K. L. (2018). A Comparison of Water Environment Policy of Europe and SK in
Response to Climate Change. Sustainability, 10(10). doi:10.3390/su10020384
28 Choi, I. C., Shin, H. J., Nguyen, T. T., Tenhunen, J. (2017) Water Policy Reforms in SK: A Historical
Review and Ongoing Challenges for Sustainable Water Governance and Management. Water 9. 1
-20. doi: 10.3390/w90907171
29 Shafque, M., Kim, R. (2018) Recent Progress in Low-Impact Development in SK: WaterManagement Policies, Challenges, and Opportunities. Water 10. 1 – 18. doi: 10.3390/w10040435
30 Kim, T., Kim, T. (2017) Smart and resilient urba n disaster debris cleanup using network analysis.
Spat. Inf. Res. 25. 239 – 248. doi: 10.1007/s41324-017-0088-4
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Smart Mobility is a challenge, as this means preferably no mobility. This is currently not
the case in Korea. Living, working and leisure areas are mostly separated, which brings
lots of mobility. Cars are parked next to or under homes and models are preferably
young and expensive, they can bring you anywhere, so there is no need to rethink
mobility behaviour. This means Dutch expertise can help Koreans to redesign their cities
into joint public trafc spaces, prioritizing walking and biking, then public transport and
fnally cars. Smart mobility should focus on this shared public space for transport, where
humans mobilize themselves, especially on ‘the last mile’ experience by walking, biking
and smart small public transport. Cars and buses should not dominate the city-picture
at all, but only as a last option in the blended ‘Mobility As A Service’ concept.
While cars dominate the streets of Korean cities, market share of EV grows at a slow pace
and those cars are produced in South Korea mostly for export, while upscaling EV is the
shortest route to cleaner and less heated streets, as they only need some charging
stations. Much is expected from hydrogen cars, but they are still rare, and it will take years
to scale the market share of this cars as well as the necessary infrastructure. Although
autonomous driving will enter South Korea at fast pace, this will not lead to less mobility.
According to König et all31“electrifcation, connectivity and automation, as central trends in
the upcoming generation of vehicles may not lead to a reduction of trafc but rather increase
it. Future mobility is challenged to bundle up trafc demands to handle an increasing
mobility demand caused by spatial sprawl, economic growth and fexible working hours.”
Although Korean public transportation is good, this is mostly on rails, metro and
intercity buses. In general, Koreans are satisfed with their well organized and disciplined
inter-city ultra-fast trains and inter- and inner-city bus systems and metros. They all run
frequently and are afordable, although they can be quite packed during rush hour. Most
buses in South Korea are run on Compressed Natural Gas (CNG), which signifcantly
reduces pollutant emissions 32, but still a lot of busses use diesel, as cars use diesel and
petrol. These existing emissions of the trafc still lead to increased heat of the
combustion engines and air pollution in the cities, which leads to discomfort for citizens.
Korea could therefore proft from switching to less mobility and more sustainable solutions.
Although City Logistics solutions are advanced, their resilience is not. There is a lack of
data analysis and management for urban logistic services in local municipal
governments. Data do not meet the global standard yet (IoT). This is an area where
Dutch Mobility ecosystems like Brainport and Roterdam can contribute.
31 König, A.; Grippenkoven, J. From public mobility on demand to autonomous public mobility on
demand: Learning from dial-a-ride services in Germany. Logist. Supply Chain Manag. 2017, 13,
295–305.
32 htps://civitas.eu/measure/buses-operating-compressed-natural-gas accessed on 17 July 2019
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3b Urban Regeneration Challenges and City to City
Collaboration
Current South Korean cities are challenged by aging populations, last century-built
environment, declining industries and younger people looking for work and growth,
leaving for bigger and newer city developments. Housing is ofen expensive, and there
is a tendency to build as cheap as possible, standardized and compressed. Cities are
used to compete with each other, instead of working together on common ground and
issues they face. Cities can improve signifcantly on inclusiveness, participatory
governance and community development. Cities can innovate with:
• Comprehensive, integral programs that spark city identity and community living,
including iconic architecture ‘for the people’;
• Innovate human-centred creative learning and healthcare services;
• Start-up ecosystems working closely with local government, knowledge centres and
matured companies;
• Renew city infrastructure and built environment on a human scale in a sustainable way.
This will result in cities with new public-private ecosystems that create jobs people
actually can relate to and add value to their lives and the society they serve.

In 2017, the Roterdam-based architectural company MVRDV, designed the transformation of a
former elevated highway into a sky garden. This project, dubbed Seoullo 7017, connects the
938-meter long and 16-meter-tall former highway to hotels, shops, and various gardens. It is part
of the cities initiative to make the urban centre greener and more pedestrian friendly. MVRDV
worked together with the municipality of Seoul, local NGO’s, landscape teams and city advisers to
ensure the biggest diversity of fora into a strictly urban condition. The park ofers the possibility
for activities that engage the city on a cultural and commercial level.
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Korea has a desire to facilitate City2City collaboration, in which Dutch cities team up
with Korean cities to tackle Smart City issues together. For example, Sejong city wants to
invite foreign start-ups or companies in the Smart City sector, which had successful tests
in their own countries, to test their technologies and services in Sejong City. By signing a
cooperation agreement between the Sejong city and the Dutch cities, the city will
become a platform for those innovative companies to cross validate their technologies
and services in each other’s city. It will give an opportunity for companies to enter the
Korean market and further export the service to the developing countries.
Expressed Korean areas for collaboration in a City2City Knowledge workshop are:
• Development of innovation community and start-up ecosystem for global market in
this small city (cross-validation with cities in European countries)
• Strong alliance, in the form of matching, between Smart City initiatives like Busan and
Sejong and cities in the Netherlands,
• Regular meetings with scholars, companies and government ofcers between both
cities in both countries.
• Sharing knowledge and experiences between cities.
• Collaborative approach to fnding solutions for the urban challenges, cities in both
countries face.
• Financial support for innovative companies, fostering public-private ecosystems,
from both governments.
• Comparing the South Korean centralised vs. Dutch decentralised approach and see
what the strong sides of both approaches are.
Within City2City collaboration, Korea wants to promote start-up collaboration. To spark
and speed up the post-industrial service innovation curve and bring some air in this
dominated business feld, Korea wants to promote start-ups among the younger
generation, and couple this with the earlier mentioned Sustainable Development Goals
(SDG’s). Youth unemployment in Korea has increased to 8.60% as of December 201833,
whereas youth unemployment in the Netherlands has decreased to 6.60% as of
December 201834. There is a tendency to ‘engineer & kick start’ ecosystems of start-ups
in Smart City initiatives, while ignoring the need to focus on fostering conditions to let
them emerge themselves. The basis of thriving start-up cultures lies in the ecosystem of
innovative and creative education, research & development and funding. Government
and matured companies need to acknowledge and adopt the need for open innovation
and foster the innovative newbies with seed funding, assignments and when ready for
scale: buy them to foster them further in home and not kill them along the way.

33 htps://tradingeconomics.com/south-korea/youth-unemployment-rate accessed on 29 Jan 2019
34 htps://tradingeconomics.com/netherlands/youth-unemployment-rate accessed on 29 Jan 2019
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K-start-up Challenge, a leading global competition to atract start-ups to Korea, has a
four-month accelerator program that helps the participating start-ups overcome the
challenges of seting up shop in Korea. From over 4000 applications, 100 Start-ups were
selected. They get free airplane tickets, housing a workspace and overall access to
established parties.
Korea has given the Dutch platform The Next Web the opportunity to recruit start-ups
to open an ofce in their Smart Cities.35
Global Venture Capital Start-up platforms like XnTree fnd their way to South Korea,
bringing seed capital as well as a thriving Global connected city-to-city ecosystem and
market, while start-ups can setle in Korean workspaces using optimal Korean
government and business support and markets.

Busan start-up ecosystem vision

Challenges
The Korean City2City collaboration is a public and knowledge driven top-down
approach that matches Korean approaches in other collaboration areas, but it can clash
with the successful Dutch botom-up approach, that is necessary for Smart City
developments. However, within the framework of City2City collaboration, there are
opportunities, such as the Start-up collaboration. However, the dominant regulatory
public and business culture is still a challenge for new initiatives to overcome. First of all,
most start-up challenges are organized by government and public parties, lacking
business drive and (in the outreach) a challenge driven innovation approach.
35 interest meeting on Smart Cities SK, Netherlands Enterprise Agency, 15 January 2019
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At this moment, for example, the K-Startup Challenge outreach is wide and open: ‘Bring
technology to Asia’. Recruiting on limited and focused societal and market challenges
makes it clearer what start-ups can actually ‘fx’ while in Korea. Western start-ups are
now being coached by local Korean parties. This causes a foreseeable gap in both
culture, value and language, that we can overcome by placing a diverse team to coach
and a coach-the-coach program on diversity.
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4 Collaborative Space: insights
from Korean visits to Amsterdam
Smart City
Challenges: fnding common ground, trust, explore and follow-up
Last years, 25% of the groups that were hosted by Amsterdam Smart City (ASC) are from
South Korea. The delegations mostly consist of civil servants. This monofunctional
format doesn’t match the triple helix approach of ASC, where we expect diverse teams
of public, private and knowledge organizations. Mostly Korean groups are looking for
inspiration, insights and knowledge, politely listening but less actively scouting for and
co-creating knowledge exchanges and business opportunities. Dutch hosts are not very
keen on this, either, presenting and talking too much and listening less.
This mostly has to do with culture and language barriers. This restricts trust, frm
connections and good follow-up. Because of this, in comparison to other international
delegations, Koreans almost never sign up to the ofered Global Amsterdam Smart
City-platform.
Not yet one Korean delegation that ASC has hosted, has actually led to real mutual
business opportunities. Most Korean delegations want to ‘benchmark’ Smart City
solutions, what in Dutch perspective means ‘Copy-Paste’ Korean solutions in Dutch
seting and vice versa. This lacks the Dutch open innovation process-approach on
‘bringing people together co-creating solutions, which you cannot ‘Copy-Paste’.
Meeting ‘solutions’ versus demands
Diverse visiting delegations are key: they need to represent the Korean ‘triple Helix’ and
have some bridging and language skills in the team itself. The embassies
in both The Hague and Seoul could encourage this. The Korea Trade-Investment
Promotion Agency (KOTRA) is focused on medium sized Korean companies internationally.
They could also play a role in this. Apart from orchestrating delegations, the above
parties should think more strategically about the preferable outcomes of visits. A visit is
an intervention in a broader, strategic process that needs to be defned, prepared and
followed up from both sides, preferably together.
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The Dutch side needs to invest in this preparation. What do they want to learn from the
visit? What knowledge and business can Koreans bring us over here and what can we
develop over there? We should proactively ask them about lessons learned, case studies
and specifc applications, probably what Korean delegations call ‘benchmarking’. This
will make it an exchange. The Dutch side has to invest in Triple helix parties that want to
listen to the Koreans, tell their own story and together explore market opportunities,
instead of selling. ASC for example can collaborate with Sejong to exchange their
success cases. Sejong is willing to invite some companies to Sejong in 2021 to test the
success cases in Korea. This will be benefcial for ASC “selling” their success cases in the
Asian market.
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5 Joint Spaces for Public,
Knowledge & Business
Development on Smart Cities
Around this study, several suggestions are made for Dutch contributions to Korean
Smart City development and vice versa. In this space, I gathered them as a 2-pager.
There are three major felds of Smart City development:
Brownfeld: there is a need in South Korea for large-scale renovation of mediumsized, old cities whose population is ageing fast and whose younger population is
leaving. Cities have real budgets to spend, supported by central government. They
have a theme-based Smart City project for which Daejeon, Chungcheongbukdo,
Gimgae and Bucheon city are chosen to realize the development of smart city. They
also have an Urban Regeneration project for which Incheon, Jochiwon, Pohang, Busan
Saha district, Namyangju and Goyang city were chosen. This projects can create huge
opportunities for Dutch frms, but will need to be further explored.
5. Greenfeld: there are now two focus cities, named Korean National Pilot Smart Cities,
that are allowed to build new smart districts ‘from scratch’, Busan EDC (Eco-Delta
City) and Sejong District 5-1. Other cities are to be expected to join this shortlist on
short notice. There are deregulating sandboxes possible, as well as fnancial and fscal
arrangements, for foreign companies and start-ups investing in South Korea
6. Export: As second largest city developer of the world, South Korea already has a
history and an even bigger future in exporting Smart Cities. Dutch solutions that are
successfully implemented in South Korea, can be exported in joint business alliances:
bringing Dutch Solutions, Korean style.
There are three themes, South Korea will heavily invest in, to be applied in Smart Cities:
1. 4th Industrial Revolution: Artifcial Intelligence, Big Data, IoT, 5G, Smart Chips
2. Fuel Cells & Hydrogen technology for a less polluting Industry and Automotive sector
3. Biomedical clusters
South Korean Resilient Cities need smart design of public/private spaces and Infratech:
• with optimal use of natural conditions,
• stimulating quality of life in communities on human scale,
• preventing heat islands, pollution, CO2 and fne particles,
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• smart integral renewable processes & infra, optimizing and enhancing each other:
- Agri and Horticulture, Water, Energy, Waste management.
In sustainably managing and governing water, South Korea faces challenges Dutch
companies can contribute to. We can solve the need for guaranteed, clean de-cholerized
water and the need for more resilient systems to manage stormwater. These typical
Dutch circular and integral concepts and solutions create business opportunities,
although Koreans sometimes fnd it hard to understand them, as they tend to solve
isolated issues in a practical manner, rather than integral from a conceptual perspective.
At the same time, Koreans are reluctant to use Dutch expertise, other than peer-to-peer
knowledge exchange between institutes. We need more experience, lobbying and
presence of Dutch companies in South Korea. A frst project with Busan Eco Delta City
makes this possible.
Smart mobility means less mobility:
• shared spaces preferring walking biking and autonomous public transport,
• smart trafc management,
• bike plans and services,
• EV and Hydro car plans and services.
Korea needs to develop start-up ecosystems, combined with corporate innovation
ecosystems of public-private funding, investments and services, linked to the global
market. This means (fnancial) support programs for innovative companies, fostering
public-private ecosystems, from Dutch and Korean governments as well as companies,
using EU funds and programs.
Big Data means inter-platform, real-time cloud management and smart data modelling:
• urban services in local municipal governments:
- combine public cloud and private cloud based services
- fx regulations and citizen-data ownership
• make data meet global standard (IoT)
We need strong city alliances for cross validation, between initiatives like Busan and
Sejong and Dutch cities. For example, Sejong city wants to invite foreign start-ups or
companies in the Smart City sector, who had successful tests in their own countries, to
test their technologies and services in Sejong City. By signing a cooperation agreement
between the Sejong city and Dutch cities, the city will become a platform for those
innovative companies to cross validate their technologies and services in each other’s
city. It will give an opportunity for companies to enter the Korean market and further
the service to the developing countries.
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Blend both South Korean centralised and Dutch decentralised approach and see what
the strong sides of both approaches are:
• Have regular meetings with scholars, companies and government between cities;
• Use collaborative approaches on Community Education, Leadership and Living Labs
to fnd solutions for urban challenges;
• Involve citizens and put them frst whitin public and private partnerships;
• Open agile work methods for innovation, collaboration & learning process;
• Use diverse teams with people:
- who have diferent backgrounds and outside-in viewpoints;
- who use integral analysis and toolboxes;
- who work with joint long-term vision and goals;
- but short time-span trial & error methodologies;
- involving people and organizations that really mater for the case.
• Financial support for innovative companies, fostering public-private ecosystems,
from both governments.
It is recommended for Dutch business to focus on the current Korean plans, see where
your solutions ft in and start lobbying36. To give you an oversight of the city size and
thus business potential: study the real numbers37. Budgets numbers don’t tell you what
budget is specifcally reserved for international cooperation and possible global
solutions, because not all areas are open for global innovative solutions.
Last -but not least- be concrete and show Koreans the real tangible cases. Export the
service to the developing countries.

36 See example page 30
37 See example page 31
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6 Appendix: List of community
members
Our surrounding community involves many relevant people from Government,
Knowledge institutes and Business in the Netherlands as well as South Korea, who can
help us scale and impact the Smart City development. Below an overview of some of our
team members:
• Bas van Beers from the Smart Society/Smart City strategy frm FRINGE.
• Elisabeth Jeong Eun Ha, Peter Wijlhuizen, Joo-Won Lee and Eva Witeman of the
Dutch Embassy in South Korea
• Jacobine de Zwaan from the Netherlands Enterprise Agency
• Andres Varkevisser of the Hae Joong Group, regarding Logistic and EV charging Solutions
• Jair Smits, Bas van Vossen and Martijn van Aarssen from Witeveen+Bos, Deltares and
IF Technology and Heunsup Shin from our local partner Hangkuk engineering,
regarding integrated water, infra and energy solutions
• Arno Nijhof from The Next Web, regarding start-up initiatives
• Daan van Gool from MVRDV on city design and engineering the Built environment
• Robert Dijksterhuis, Marieke de Vries and Marcia Van der Vlugt, responsible for Dutch
and Global Smart City Development, Ministry of Interior and Kingdom Relations
• Robin van Beijnhem, Exchange student at Korean University from Maastricht
University College and involved Business Researcher
• Inhyok Cha of CJ Corporation and member of the Presidential Commitee of the 4th
Industrial Revolution, Smart City Development
• Benjamin Yoo of LG CNS and member of the Presidential Commitee of the 4th
Industrial Revolution, Smart City Development
• Peter Jaewon Chun, former Busan’s Master Planner. His company develops sof
landing programs for Deep Tech Ventures involved in Smart City and he consults on
Smart City design to Governmental agencies and City Councils worldwide.
• Dongah-Ko, Esko Bo Rosenberg and Martin Rune Hoxer of the Danish Embassy in
South Korea
• Professor Jaeseung Jeong, master planner from Sejong
• Mr. Jongsung Hwang, master planner from Busan Eco Delta City
• Phillip Kim, entrepreneur and Dutch Honorary Council in Busan, who with his brother
Sangmin Kim, runs energy-related and industrial family businesses called Dongshin
ENTech
• Key-management of the MOLIT, KAIA, KIER and K-Water, responsible for Smart City
development
• Key-management of the Private Smart City development of Solaseado
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Like South Korea, the Netherlands is grabbing the opportunity of 4th generation IT that
can provide unique embedded solutions for city challenges that were never possible
before. In the last year, both the Dutch and Koreans have worked with persistence on
establishing a bilateral Smart City collaboration. Momentum has been created to
broaden and professionalize the current ecosystem.
Commissioned by the Netherlands embassy in Seoul Bas van Beers has conducted a
sector study to seize concrete Smart City business opportunities in South Korea.
The sector study contains an analysis of strengths, weaknesses, pressing issues and
challenges of both Korean and Dutch Smart City developments. It shares insights in
specifc Smart City subjects, solutions and innovations, business models and
opportunities that prove possible and scalable in South Korea. Additionality it ofers
insights in the Korean export strategy of Smart City development and possibilities for
Dutch solutions to become part of this strategy.
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